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Word Count = 115

“Many people choose jobs where they help other people.
What work can they do that helps people?
What jobs do you know that make things better for us?
Do you know what job you would like to do?”

•  Use Teacher Talk to stimulate discussion of topic.

•  Use initial letters plus picture clues to read unknown words.

•  Develop research skills based on this topic.

•  Use Table of Contents to locate specific information.

•  Refer to Glossary to clarify basic concepts.

•  Notice letters and sound of digraph ch:  children teach

•  Identify silent letters:  people teach fight

•  Focus on soft  sound:  c places

•  Promote drama, writing or art as follow-up activities.

•   Find learning resources to extend and reinforce the literacy 

strategies in this title @ redrocketreaders.com
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Jobs People Do

written by Pam Holden
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Farmers 6-7

Firefighters 8-9

Pilots 10-11

Dentists 12-13
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Some  people  work  to  make 
things  that  we  need.
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Builders  make  houses
and  schools.
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